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Aqueous three-phase surfactant systems (A3PS) are important, multicomponent, stable three-phase
equilibria with coexisting forms in a common colloid solution, but have been largely ignored regarding
further characterization and application. Mixing simple, commercially available, single-tailed anionic/
nonionic or anionic/cationic surfactants in water can spontaneously produce stable A3PS with coexisting
multiscale self-assembled structures including discs, lamellas, micelles and vesicles. As with conventional
aqueous two-phase systems (A2PS), A3PS can be applied in partition and extraction processes. Here, the
A3PS was also used as a mild media for one-step synthesis of multiscale CdS nanowires. Particularly, the
A3PS does not change and simultaneously separates the CdS nanowires with the comparable size in one
phase, which provides a facile strategy for collection of monodisperse nanomaterials. We expect that this
present work can expand recognition of A3PS for use in theoretical and applied studies.

M
olecular self-assembly, via non-covalent interactions, has been recognized as a fascinating, practical,
bottom-up approach to achieve stable, structurally well-defined, and functional objects at the nano- and
microscale in biological systems and materials synthesis1,2. While a large number of self-assembled

forms such as micelles, discs, vesicles, tubes, and fibers have been reported in aqueous solutions of natural or
synthetic amphiphiles3–8, the future development of self-assembly should see a move towards the construction of
variably-scaled multicomponent complex systems with diverse function.

Aqueous multiphase separation is an interesting assembly process in colloid science that results in a higher
degree of complexity in the system but can be readily achieved by a variety of easily accessible conditions and
components. In particular, aqueous two-phase systems (A2PS), introduced by the pioneering work of Albertsson9,
have been acknowledged to develop biotechnical processes for the recovery and purification of many biological
materials including proteins, nucleic acids, and cells10–12. A conventional A2PS consists of two incompatible
hydrophilic polymers, or a hydrophilic polymer and a salt, with water as continuous medium. Each of the phases
obtained is enriched in one of the components. In addition, liquid-liquid phase separation upon heating above
component cloud point is a common phenomenon in dilute nonionic surfactant solutions, where one phase
becomes rich in surfactant and the other poor13. In recent years, many new A2PSs, including anionic/nonionic14

and anionic/cationic (catanionic) surfactants15, have been designed for applications in separations and purifica-
tion processes.

In contrast, there has been no special exploration of aqueous three-phase surfactant systems (A3PS) for
separations or other applications. In fact, the previous aqueous three-phase systems were also formed by mixing
nonionic surfactants and two types of polymers in water. At present, the A3PSs have been frequently reported
in phase diagrams of pure surfactant solutions3,16–18. Hoffmann et al.3 determined some three-phase regions
such as micelle/micelle/lamella (L1/L1/La) and lamella/sponge/micelle (La/L3/L1) in aqueous solution of tetra-
decyldimethylamine oxide and medium alcohol. Other surfactant works also reported the lamella/sponge/micelle
(La/L3/L1) three-phase in sodium bis(2-ethyl hexyl)sulfosuccinate/NaCl/H2O system16 and reversed micelle/
lamella/hexagonal structure (L2/La/H1) three-phase in tetraethylene glycol monododecyl ether/sucrose ester/
decane/H2O system18. However, the aggregate details of these three-phases have not been confirmed by
direct observation until now. For example, it is attractive to confirm the differences between the two separated
micellar phases in the above L1/L1/La solution. Therefore, the confirmation of complex self-assembled forms,
the establishment of simple three-phase models, and the characterization of important physicochemical prop-
erties for A3PS are significant, timely issues. Furthermore, as a coexisting multiphasic equilibrium system with
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rich complexity, A3PS can exhibit higher partition efficiency for
biomaterials or other species. As might be expected, the present lack
of a general method for the production of A3PS has hindered its
development and application.

To help generalize the characterization and modification of A3PS
properties, we report here aqueous mixtures of anionic/nonionic and
anionic/cationic surfactants that produce aqueous three-phase sys-
tems: (i) sodium dodecylethoxysulfonate (CH3(CH2)11(CH2CH2O)2.5

SO3Na, Texapon N70)/tetradecyldimethylamine oxide (C14DMAO)/
formic acid (HCOOH), (ii) lauric acid (CH3(CH2)10COOH, LA)/tet-
raethylene glycol monododecyl ether [CH3(CH2)11(CH2CH2O)4OH,
C12EO4], and (iii) sodium laurate (SL)/tetradecyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide (TTABr). Using system (i) as a model system, we also
present the application of A3PS for the solubilization and partition of
dyes, and one-step synthesis and separation of multiscale CdS nano-
wires in one common three-phase solution.

Results
After the three surfactant systems were kept at constant temperature
for one month, two clearly visible liquid-liquid phase boundaries
were observed separating each system into three aqueous phases.
Sample photographs, taken after 12 months, revealed that the appar-
ent phase behavior remained without obvious change, implying that
these A3PSs are stable. A common feature of the three systems is that
one of their phases shows significant birefringence under crossed
polarizers while the other two phases are transparent and lack
birefringence (Fig. S1). Each phase of the three samples takes up a
different phase volume fraction. These preliminary observations led
us to question how the surfactant mixtures are distributed in the
three aqueous phases, and what complex self-assembled forms exist
in these three phase systems.

A3PS in anionic/nonionic system of Texapon N70/C14DMAO/
HCOOH/H2O. Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-
TEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), elemental analysis, density
and volume fraction measurements, and pH measurements were
employed to determine the inherent properties of the A3PS. As
expected, the system (i) exhibits typical behavior of an anionic/
cationic system. Because the weakly basic, nonionic C14DMAO can
be easily protonated by HCOOH, ion pairs form through the
electrostatic interaction between C14DMAOH1 (C14DMAO 1

HCOOH R C14DMAOH1 1 HCOO2) and the sulfate group of
Texapon N70. This ion-pairing, in combination with hydrophobic
interactions, results in the self-assembly process. The phase
diagram for 100 mM C14DMAO as a function of the concentration
of Texapon N70 with equimolar concentrations of HCOOH at 25uC is
shown in Fig. S2. Previously17, it was observed that increasing
Texapon N70 and formic acid concentrations resulted in a series of
phase transitions. In this system, the three-phase region exists in a
very narrow concentration region of 26 to 26.8 mM Texapon N70.

Fig. 1a shows the optical photographs of three-phase samples with
and without crossed polarizers. In the top phase of a sample of
26.5 mM Texapon N70/100 mM C14DMAO/26.5 mM HCOOH, at
Texapon N70/C14DMAO molar ratio of 0.25 determined by ele-
mental analysis (Table 1), one observes monodisperse nanodiscs
with a mean diameter of 12 6 3 nm coexisting with a few flexible
bilayer fragments of over 100 nm in length (Fig. 1b). Coexistence of
different microstructures of differing size can be easily identified by
DLS, as shown in Fig. 2, for the top, middle, and bottom phases of this
system at scattering angle of 90u. The hydrodynamic radius (Rh)
obtained by CONTIN analysis19 confirmed the presence of two dif-
ferent aggregates in the top phase with mean sizes of 10 nm and
150 nm that may be assigned to the nanodiscs and bilayer fragments,
respectively. The isolated nanodiscs lie with an edge-on orientation
and appear as dark lines with tapered ends in the cryo-TEM
images20,21. The calculated pH value of a 26.5 mM formic acid

aqueous solution is about 2.68, however, the pH was measured to
be 5.75 6 0.05 in the three-phase solution, indicating that most of
formic acid reacted with the weakly basic C14DMAO to form
C14DMAOH1. The presence of a small amount of H3O1 in solution
indicates an incomplete protonation of C14DMAO; therefore, the
nanodiscs possess a small excess of basic surfactant, giving the nano-
disc edges anionic character5.

In the slightly turbid birefringent mid-phase at Texapon N70/
C14DMAO ratios of 0.31, the cryo-TEM image shows very long
bilayer fragments of several hundred nm (Fig. 1c). These lamellas
are irregular, even distorted, and appear flexible. DLS results (Fig. 2)
also indicate the polydispersion of these bilyer fragments that the
average sizes are concentrated in about 10 nm, 30 nm and 300 nm,
respectively. In the transparent bottom phase at Texapon N70/
C14DMAO ratio of 0.32, a rearrangement of the surfactant results
in a phase transition from large lamellas back to monodisperse,
negatively charged nanodiscs with a mean diameter of 24 6 4 nm
(Fig. 1d). DLS also confirms their formation with a resulting mean Rh

of 35 nm (Fig. 2). In this phase some nanodiscs lie in an edge-on
orientation and appear as dark bars (filled arrows in Fig. 1d), while
discs in a face-on orientation appear as circles or as variably elon-
gated ellipses (open arrows). Some of the observed differences in the
morphologies of the discs results from the thickness of the vitrified
aqueous film as prepared for cryo-TEM analysis21.

From the top phase to the middle phase of the sample, the struc-
ture transforms from nanodiscs (L1’) to large lamellas (La), accom-
panied with an increase in the Texapon N70/C14DMAO ratio,
solution density, and phase volume fraction (Table 1). On the other
hand, the bottom phase, also a nanodisc region (L1’), possessed the
highest Texapon N70/C14DMAO ratio and solution density, but the
smallest volume. These macroscopic and microscopic changes reveal
the structures and properties of the aqueous three-phase (L1’/La/L1’)
that is related to the coexistence of complex aggregates and different
surfactant compositions, as well as the resulting differences in solu-
tion density among the three phases. However, it is not known
whether the aqueous three-phase formation is unique phenomenon
in specific surfactant systems, or a more general phenomenon. In this
system, excess salt is present with the two single-tailed anionic/non-
ionic surfactants. For comparison, the LA/C12EO4/H2O anionic/

Figure 1 | Molecular aggregates of A3PS in Texapon N70/C14DMAO/
HCOOH/H2O at 256C. (a) Optical photographs of three-phase samples

with and without crossed polarizers. Cryo-TEM images of nanodiscs,

distorted bilayers, and nanodiscs in the top (b), middle (c), and bottom

(d) phases, respectively. Open and filled arrows indicate discs in face-on

and edge-on orientations, respectively (b).
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nonionic system was investigated to identify whether excess salt is a
necessary for the formation of A3PS.

A3PS in salt-free anionic/nonionic system of LA/C12EO4/H2O. LA
has a very low solubility in water, but dissolves in C12EO4 aqueous
solution with a release of H1. Thus, the LA/C12EO4 mixture behaves
as anionic/cationic mixture system because the oxygen atoms in
C12EO4 are partially protonated, resulting in a partial positive
charge on the nonionic surfactant. The competition among the
extra electrostatic interactions, the hydrophobic interaction and
membrane undulation induces a rather rich phase behavior in the
mixture. The phase diagram of the LA/C12EO4/H2O system at 25uC
is shown in Fig. S3. The three-phase region is present in the range of
WT 5 10% to 30% and RLA 5 0.225 to 0.275.

In a three-phase sample of LA/C12EO4/H2O system with WT 5

23% and RLA 5 0.25 (Fig. 3a), the clear upper phase has an obvious
birefringence indicating the presence of anisotropic aggregate struc-
tures. This is confirmed by cryo-TEM images that show small uni-
lamellar vesicles (Fig. 3b) with diameters ranging from 50 to 120 nm.
The self-fusion of aggregates, where smaller vesicles were swallowed
by larger vesicles or two vesicles merging together, was observed. In
the three-phase systems, the pH was measured to be 3.30 6 0.05. The
excess H3O1 in solution indicates net negative charges on the mem-
brane surface due to unpaired anionic surfactants. In the middle
phase, the three-dimensional network structure of spherical and

ellipsoidal objects (Fig. 3c), as the typical characteristic of the sponge
L3 phase, was observed by the freeze-fracture TEM (FF-TEM). The
sponge structure comprises highly interconnected bicontinuous
bilayers22,23. However, unlike the lamellar phase, the L3 phase pre-
sents no long-range order without static birefringence. Finally, com-
pared with the slightly bluish top and middle phases, the bottom
phase is clear and transparent, consisting of isolated nanodiscs ran-
ging from 15 to 35 nm (Fig. 3d).

From the top vesicle phase (La’) to the bottom disc phase (L1’) in
the LA/C12EO4/H2O system, the solution density increases from
0.828 g cm23 to 0.985 g cm23 and to 1.021 g cm23, with the middle
sponge phase (L3) taking up the largest volume fraction (Table 1). In
this anionic/nonionic system, no counter ion is explicitly produced
by the interaction of the two surfactants, thus, no excess salt is pre-
sent. Though the spatial arrangement of surfactant molecules differs
greatly from the vesicles to sponge to nanodiscs, and the size distri-
bution ranges from tens of nm to even mm, three completely different
bilayer aggregates coexist in a single surfactant solution to reach
dynamic equilibrium. The competition between the fluctuation of

Table 1 | Physicochemical parameters for the aqueous three-phase systems

Samples Top phase Middle phase Bottom phase

Texapon N70/C14DMAO/HCOOH discs lamellas discs
(cN70 5 26.5 mM, cC14DMAO 5 100 mM, 25uC) (L1’) (La) (L1’)
nN70/nC14DMAO 0.25 0.31 0.32
Density (g cm23) 0.893 1.050 1.165
Phase volume fraction (%) 31 40 29
LA/C12EO4 vesicles sponge structures discs
(WT 5 23%, RLA 5 0.25, 25uC){ (La’) (L3) (L1’)
Density (g cm23) 0.828 0.985 1.021
Phase volume fraction (%) 36 49 15
SL/TTABr lamellas threadlike micelles vesicles
(cT 5 100 mM, RnSL 5 0.395, 20uC){ (La) (L1) (La’)
nSL/nTTABr 0.62 0.57 0.82
Density (g cm23) 0.718 0.814 1.216
Phase volume fraction (%) 5 47 48
{WT is the mass fraction of the total surfactant in solution; RLA is the mass fraction of LA to total surfactant composition (RLA 5 wLA/(wLA 1 wC12EO4)).
{cT is the molar concentration of the total surfactant in the solution; RnSL is the mole ratio of SL to the surfactant mixture (RnSL 5 nSL/(nSL 1 nTTABr)).

Figure 2 | DLS CONTIN plots of Texapon N70/C14DMAO/HCOOH/
H2O system performed at scattering angle of 906.

Figure 3 | Molecular aggregates of A3PS observed in LA/C12EO4/H2O at
256C. (a) Optical photographs of three-phase samples with and without

crossed polarizers. (b) Unilamellar vesicles (50 to 120 nm in diameter) in

the top phase. The arrows in image (b) show the fusion of small vesicles.

(c and d) Sponge and nanodiscs (15 to 35 nm) in the middle and bottom

phases, respectively.
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membranes and unscreened electrostatic repulsion is believed to
favor the spontaneous formation of highly stable multicomponent
and multiscale bilayer aggregates. These results also illustrate that the
presence of excess salt is not a crucial factor for the formation of
A3PS.

A3PS in anionic/cationic system of SL/TTABr/H2O. In the above
pair of A3PSs, a common feature is that the assemblies are negatively
charged and stable in acidic solution. To determine whether a net
surface charge and acidic environment are necessary conditions for
A3PS, we reexamined the most common anionic/cationic surfactant
system, that is, an SL/TTABr/H2O system possessing a basic pH in
the cationic-rich region. Previously24, a three-phase region for this
system was not reported because the possibility of multiple
equilibrium phases was ignored. Upon more careful examination, a
three-phase separation was found in a rather narrow region between
a micelle/lamella two-phase region (L1/La) and a vesicle phase (La’)
in the cationic-rich region of the system (see Fig. S4 for the partial
phase diagram).

In a sample of SL/TTABr/H2O (cT 5 100 mM and RnSL 5 0.395),
a birefringent top phase coexists with a slightly bluish middle phase
and a clear transparent bottom phase (Fig. 4a). Elemental analysis
showed that the SL/TTABr ratio changes from 0.62 to 0.57 to 0.82
from top to bottom, gradually approaching a 151 ratio. This indicates
that the net surface charge of the system decreases in the bottom
phase while cationic surfactants remain in excess. The corresponding
pH value is 8.8 6 0.2. In this basic environment, large curved lamellas
form in the top phase (Fig. 4b); the lamellas are not closed and
slightly fluctuate. Excess cationic surfactant leads to a positively
charged membrane and help to suppress undulations, thereby sta-
bilizing the bilayer structure. With the increase of the net charge in
the middle phase, a balance between electrostatic repulsion and mix-
ing entropy is disturbed until the structures have transformed into
short threadlike micelles (Fig. 4c). As the SL/TTABr ratio is close to
unity in the bottom phase, multilamellar and unilamellar vesicles
form (Fig. 4d). DLS performed on this sample at 90u and 60u confirm
the formation of spherical vesicles with mean hydrodynamic radii of
400 nm (Fig. 4e).

This system demonstrates the presence of a lamella/micelle/vesicle
(La/L1/La’) three-phase equilibrium in cationic-rich basic solution.
In addition, by removing the excess salt (NaBr) produced by the two
surfactants through ion exchange, another salt-free catanionic

system, TTA12L with H1 and OH2 as counter ions, may be
obtained25. As expected, an obvious three-phase is formed in a rather
narrow TTA1-rich basic region of this salt-free system with birefrin-
gent lamellar top and middle phases, coexisting with a clear micellar
bottom phase. These systems demonstrate that A3PSs may be
formed in acidic or basic solution, but, as above, a resulting net
surface charge, especially as partial charge separation, seems to favor
the formation of A3PS.

General properties of A3PS. A common feature of A3PS is that the
total concentration and the surfactant ratio not only contributes to its
formation, but also affects the resulting, different phase volumes (Fig.
S5 a to f). For example, in the 100 mM C14DMAO/Texapon N70/
HCOOH/H2O system, the phase transition is so sensitive to the
anionic/cationic ratio that the volume of the mid lamellar phase
drastically increased 8 fold (from 0.5 mL to 4.0 mL) when the
Texapon N70 concentration increased by 0.3 mM (Fig. S5a). In the
three-phase region of the LA/C12EO4/H2O system at constant RLA 5

0.25, but with an increase of total surfactant concentration from 13%
to 30%, the volume fraction of the top vesicle phase (La’) gradually
increases, while the middle sponge phase (L3) and the bottom
nanodisc phase (L1’) decreases (Fig. S5c). In another three-phase
sample of SL/TTABr/H2O at a constant total concentration of
100 mM, as RnSL increases from 0.39 to 0.40, the phase volume of
the middle phase continually decreases while the top and bottom
phases become larger until merging into a single homogenous
phase (Fig. S5e and f). Hence, the production of expected A3PS
requires precise control of the mixed surfactant concentrations and
ratios.

A3PS is also very sensitive to temperature; for the three systems
reported here, a constant temperature between 20 to 30uC favors the
formation of the three-phase system (Fig. 5a to c), a favorable range
for bioprocesses applications. Also favorable is the wider range of
three-phase separation temperatures (Ts) potentially available. In the
C14DMAO/Texapon N70/HCOOH/H2O mixture, the three-phase
system is stable to 16uC (Fig. 5a), while the SL/TTABr/H2O system
exhibits a stable three-phase up to 36uC (Fig. 5c). Out of an appro-
priate Ts range, A3PS will be remixed to form an A2PS. Interestingly,
the three systems each behave with similar transitions with temper-
ature; with a decrease in temperature, one phase among the three
phases is compressed, finally leading to the formation of La/L1 two-
phase. For example, a typical phase transition from an La’/L3/L1’
three-phase to an La/L1 two-phase from 25 to 18uC is shown in

Figure 4 | Molecular aggreagtes of A3PS observed in SL/TTABr/H2O at
206C. (a) Optical photographs of three-phase samples with and without

crossed polarizers. The two dot lines separated the three phases. (b, c and d)

Cryo-TEM images of curved bilayers, threadlike micelles and vesicles in the

top, middle and bottom phases of sample (a), respectively. (e) DLS results

of the bottom phase performed at scattering angles of 90u and 60u.

Figure 5 | Observed phase behavior of surfactant mixtures as a function
of temperature. The three-phase of the 100 mM C14DMAO/26.5 mM

Texapon N70/26.5 mM HCOOH/H2O system appears between 16 and

31uC (a). In the LA/C12EO4/H2O system (WT523%; RLA 5 0.25) the

three-phase region exists from 18 to 30uC (b). Finally, the SL/TTABr/H2O

system (cT 5 100 mM; RnSL 5 0.395) has a three-phase region that exists

from 20 to 36uC (c).
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Fig. S6. On the other hand, with increasing temperature, one lamellar
phase gradually disappears to form a micellar phase.

Here, the general trend of phase transition from a lamellar phase to
a micellar phase is ascribed to the dehydration of the surfactant head
groups with increasing temperature due to unfavorable entropy con-
tributions, which favor micelle formation. Temperature has great
effect on the behavior of C12EO4 and heating usually induces its
aqueous solution phase separation. Especially as the C12EO4 cloud
point is approached, the micelles in the system grow into branched
micelles in the subsequent connected network structure13.
C14DMAO, a special nonionic surfactant, has no cloud point but it
also shows a temperature-dependence in aggregate size, that is, a
sphere/rod transition occurs with increasing temperature26. In con-
trast, in ionic surfactant systems the aggregate size usually decreases
when temperature increases. However, for the cation-rich SL/
TTABr/H2O system, strong electrostatic interactions between the
anionic and cationic surfactants cause the ion pairs to exhibit similar
properties to nonionic surfactants27. Furthermore, with increasing
temperature, counter ions located near the lamellas begin to move
away, leaving the lamellas more positive, ultimately leading to a
change in membrane curvature.

The partitioning and effects of dyes on the A3PS phase behavior
was examined. After addition of different types of dyes (see Fig. S7)
into the L1/La/L1’ three-phase solution of 26.5 mM Texapon N70/
100 mM C14DMAO/26.5 mM HCOOH, samples were left to equi-
librate for one week at 25uC (Fig. S8a to d). When a single dye was
added, the L1/La/L1’ three-phase still existed, but the phase volume
changed compared to the initial mixture. Specifically, the addition of
the slightly water-soluble dye, Methyl Orange, at room temperature
resulted in the drastic compression of the middle phase while the top
phase grew (Fig. S8a). In contrast, the oil-soluble azobenzene
induced an expansion of the middle phase while the bottom phase
diminished (Fig. S8b) and led to a more obvious birefringent texture
in the La phase. The three phases are in equilibrium and each com-
ponent of the phase has the same chemical potential in each of the
three phases. Therefore, the strong colour intensity due to the solu-
bilization of azobenzene also gives a good support that the lamellar
phase has a higher surfactant concentration than the other two
phases. When a mixture of two different dyes was added to the
three-phase solution, a phase transition was triggered forming a
fourth phase on top of A3PS with obvious birefringence. Fig. S8c
shows the aqueous four-phase sample after addition of oil-soluble
Sudan II and water-soluble Methylene Blue. The positively charged
Methylene Blue is dissolved in all of the four phases and its dark blue
color covers that of Sudan II. When Methylene Blue is replaced by
oil-soluble fluorescein, both of the oil-soluble dyes are concentrated
in the upper three surfactant-rich phases (Fig. S8d). Cryo-TEM
images indicated that unilamellar and multilamellar vesicles coexist
in the topmost fourth phase (Fig. S8e and f), confirming the forma-
tion of a new vesicle/discs/lamella/disc four-phase (an A4PS) colloid
system.

One-step synthesis and separation of multiscale CdS nanowires.
Colloidal solutions, including micelles28, vesicles29, and so on, have
been regarded as efficient templates for controlling the size and shape
of particle and nanostructure synthesis. Here, A3PS was exploited as
a media for the one-step production and separation of CdS nanorods,
nanowires and straw-like bundles via precipitation from solution. As
a model system, a desired amount of Cd(CH3COO)2 solution, as Cd
precursor, was mixed with C14DMAO, Texapon N70, and HCOOH
to form a stable A3PS containing 5 mM Cd(CH3COO)2, 100 mM
C14DMAO, 26.5 mM Texapon N70, and 26.5 mM HCOOH. Next,
the precipitation reaction was performed with the addition of a
stoichiometric amount of thioacetamide to the three-phase solu-
tion followed by dissolution using ultrasound at 30uC for 72 h.
This process slowly releases sulfide (S2-) that reacts with Cd21 to

form CdS. The A3PS is preserved after the reaction and bright-
yellow CdS precipitates are dispersed in the solution (Fig. 6a, I–
IV). The purified CdS products in the top (I), middle (II), and
bottom phases (III), as well as at the bottom of sample tube (IV)
were characterized.

Fig. 6 (b, e, h and j) illustrates an interesting evolution in the shapes
and sizes of the inorganic products. In region I, apparently influenced
by the nanodiscs, the reaction yielded short CdS nanorods (Fig. 6b).
Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of the nanorods
show the presence of characteristic patterns for the CdS (101), (102),
and (202) planes (Fig. 6c), in which the (101) ring shows a preferen-
tial orientation. These nanorods have lengths ranging from 50 to
170 nm (see size distribution curve, Fig. 6d), and a uniform diameter
of , 16 nm. The formation of nanorods may be understood as
arising from the nucleation of Cd21 and S22 easily occurring along
the edge of the nanodiscs. This is because Cd21 ions are expected to
populate this edge due to the existence of the partial excess negative
charge, thereby stabilizing the highly curved interfaces. Capping
surfactant adsorption and crystal growth kinetics may then account
for the formation of the short nanorods. In region II, CdS nanorods
with a higher aspect ratio of 10 were obtained (Fig. 6e). These rods
have a mean length of 196 nm and a uniform width of 20 nm and
grew along the (100) direction (Fig. 6f and g). The larger, negatively
charged bilayer fragments in this phase are appropriate for this fur-
ther growth of CdS nanorods.

Fig. 6h shows the CdS crystals obtained in region III; The assoc-
iated SAED patterns show multiple characteristic diffraction rings
for CdS (100), (102), (110), (200), and (104) planes (Fig. 6i). The
strong (100) diffraction indicates the 1D growth of CdS nanocrystals.
Long CdS nanowires with a uniform width of , 30 nm are the
primary product. The length of CdS nanowires ranged from 1 mm
to 2 mm, but could be as long as 4 mm, leading to a high aspect ratio

Figure 6 | Characterization of CdS crystals produced in a three-phase
sample of 100 mM C14DMAO/26.5 mM Texapon N70/26.5 mM
HCOOH/H2O. Optical photograph (a) of the three-phase sample after

CdS formation with and without crossed polarizers. I, II, III, and IV mark

the top, middle, and bottom phases, and precipitates in the bottom of the

sample tube, respectively. TEM images (b, e, h, and j) of CdS crystals found

in domains I, II, III, and IV of sample (a), respectively. SAED patterns with

diffraction rings of obtained CdS (c, f, and i) corresponding to images

(b, e, and h), respectively. Size distribution of CdS nanorod length

(d and g), corresponding to images (b and e), respectively.
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over 130. The nanowires are flexible enough that they can bear the
strain caused by bending. The transition from nanorods into nano-
wires from the top phase to bottom phase may be accounted for by
the more negatively charged nanodiscs in the bottom phase com-
pared with the assemblies in the other phases. This would lead to
stronger binding with Cd21, resulting in the most concentrated Cd
precursor. Finally, the precipitates at the bottom of the three-phase
solution were found to be CdS whiskers bundled like straw sheaves
with lengths of , 2 mm (Fig. 6j). A crystal splitting growth mech-
anism is believed to describe the formation of the 3D straw-sheaf
structures. During the continuous growth of CdS nanowires, newly
formed CdS nuclei preferentially adsorb on the ends of the nanowires
rather than the in the center, leading to bifurcated growth. Actually,
the morphological evolution from nanorods to nanowires to straw
bundles is a common phenomenon during crystal growth and may
be achieved by sequential reaction additions30. Here, a simple, mild
one-step precipitation from A3PS can produce and separate multi-
scale CdS nanowires.

Discussion
On the basis of the above experiments, we demonstrate the general
validity of forming aqueous three-phase surfactant systems (A3PS)
by mixing common single-tailed anionic/nonionic or anionic/cat-
ionic surfactants with appropriate chain length and headgroup size.
Taken together, these systems reveal some principles related to A3PS.
First, A3PS is a spontaneous three-phase form within thermodyn-
amic and dynamic equilibrium in colloid science. The A3PS may be
stored with little change for one to two years under appropriate
conditions. Complex multistructural and multiscale self-assemblies
coexist in the A3PS and help stabilize the phases. The ordered struc-
tures and the surfactant compositions influence the resulting viscos-
ity and phase volume fraction. Second, A3PS usually appears in a
rather narrow domain of a surfactant system’s phase diagram that
may be easily neglected. Precise control of the total concentration
and the surfactant ratio is a basic procedure for the formation of
A3PS. The net surface charge produced by the unpaired anionic or
cationic surfactant, especially that exhibiting partial charge separa-
tion, favors self-assembly of multiple and multiscale ordered struc-
tures and helps to stabilize them in the multiphase system. Third,
appropriate temperature is another basic factor in the formation of
A3PS through its influence on the interfacial balance between the
aggregates and water. In the present study, a ten degree range cen-
tered around 25uC was common to the three-phase systems, while
various systems were stable over ranges including 16 to 35uC. Other
factors, including the presence of salt, pH, or additives, of course, can
influence the phase behavior of A3PS, but are not basic to the forma-
tion of A3PS.

In conclusion, the systems presented here enrich the area of sur-
factant self-assembly in colloid chemistry and outline a general strat-
egy for the characterization and development of A3PSs, as well as
providing a better understanding of parameters needed to tailor the
properties of three-phase systems for different purposes. Such sys-
tems may provide new separation and extraction systems for bioma-
terials or other molecules, and may allow for one-step synthesis and
separation of inorganic materials with complex topologies and mul-
tiple scales under mild conditions. A3PS also provides a potential
strategy for synthesis with fewer purification steps, that is, during the
reaction the resulting product may be condensed in one phase while
residual reactants, coproducts or waste is simultaneously separated
in the other phases.

Methods
Determination of phase composition. Samples of each of the three phases were
individually removed using a micropipettor. Each phase solution sample was frozen
at 250uC and dried in a vacuum desiccator for three days, then weighed and analyzed
by elemental analysis (Elementar Vario EI III, Germany).

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements. DLS was carried out at scattering
angles of 90u and 60u. A standard Brookhaven Commercial laser light scattering
spectrometer equipped with a Coherent Radiation 200 mW diode pumped solid-state
(DPPS) 488 nm laser and a Brookhaven Instruments Corporation (BI-9000AT)
correlator were used for the measurements. The obtained data were analyzed by
CONTIN19.

Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) observations. Aggregate
structures in the low-viscosity solution were determined by cryo-TEM. The samples
were prepared in a controlled-environment vitrification system (Cryoplunge TM3,
Gatan, USA) at 25uC at 95% relative humidity. A micropipette was used to load a 1 mL
aliquot of solution from each phase onto a copper grid coated with carbon film. The
excess solution was blotted with two pieces of filter paper, resulting in the formation
of thin films suspended on the mesh holes. After 10 s the grid, with sample, was
quickly plunged into liquid ethane cooled by liquid nitrogen. The vitrified sample was
transferred to a cryogenic specimen holder (Gatan 626), and examined on a JEOL
JEM 1400 TEM operating at 120 KV.

Freezing-fracture transmission electron microscopy (FF-TEM) observations. The
structure of a L3-phase is very difficult to determine from cryo-TEM. A better picture
could be obtained by FF-TEM23. A small amount of L3-phase solution was mounted
on a specimen holder. The sample was frozen by quickly plunging the specimen
holder into liquid ethane cooled by liquid nitrogen. Fracturing and replication were
carried out on a freeze-fracture apparatus (EM BAF 060, Leica, Germany) at a
temperature of 2150uC. Pt/C was deposited at an angle of 45u to shadow the replicas
and C was deposited at an angle of 90u to consolidate the replicas. The replicas were
transferred onto copper grid and then observed using a JEOL JEM-1400 TEM
operated at 120 kV.

Synthesis of multiscale CdS nanowires. An appropriate amount of aqueous
Cd(CH3COO)2N2H2O stock solution was prepared. A specified volume of the Cd
stock solution was mixed with Texapon N70, C14DMAO, and HCOOH to form an
aqueous three-phase sample containing 5 mM Cd(CH3COO)2, 100 mM C14DMAO,
26.5 mM Texapon N70, and 26.5 mM HCOOH. The three-phase sample was placed
in a thermostat-controlled oven at 25uC for at least four weeks, resulting in the phase
behavior. Following the equilibration time, a stoichiometric amount of thioacetamide
was added to the three-phase mixture and dissolved using 40 Hz ultrasound at 30uC
for 72 h. This slowly releases sulfide (S22), which reacts with Cd21 to form CdS. The
three-phase mixture was not disturbed by the ultrasound or after the reaction (as
shown in Fig. 6a). After the reaction was complete, samples of each of the three phases
were carefully removed with a micropipettor. A small volume of chloroform was
added to each sample phase to prevent solidification. Bright-yellow precipitates were
separated from the crude mixtures by centrifugation and rinsed with ethanol
repeatedly. The purified product was redispersed in chloroform for further
characterization.
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